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DOW CORNING CORPORATION 
PART A: RETHINKING THE ROLE OF IT
WITHIN THE FIRM

Introduction

In October 1994, Dick Hazleton, chief executive of® -
cer (CEO) of Dow Corning Corporation, was consid-
ering actions that could signi® cantly affect the
organization, staf® ng and role of the information tech-
nology (IT) function in the company. Hazleton and
other senior managers had agreed it was imperative to
introduce major improvements in operational ef® ciency
through a process-centred organization, not only to
increase cash ¯ ow but to best position the company 
for long-term competitiveness. They knew instinctively
that IT could play a major role in enabling operational
changes, but were uncertain of just how that would
occur or how it should be organized and managed.
Hazleton wanted to move quickly, but knew the suc-
cess of radical operational and work changes depended
on the full support of his operating committee of 16
senior managers and the support of every employee.

Background

Dow Corning Corporation was founded in 1943 as 
a jointly owned enterprise by The Dow Chemical
Company and Corning Incorporated to develop the

potential of silicone materials. Dow Corning’s principal
businesses were silicone materials and polycrystalline
silicon. Silicones are chemical compounds based 
on silicon, an element re® ned from quartz. Silicone
products vary from ¯ uids used for anti-foams and
lubricants, elastomers used as building sealants, gaskets
and pacemaker leads and resins applied as protective
coatings. The corporation also manufactured high-
purity polycrystalline silicon, the principal intermediate
material for semiconductor chips.

In 1994 Dow Corning had sales of $2.2 billion,
approximately 8300 employees and approximately 
45 000 customers worldwide (see Table 1). It operated
out of 29 manufacturing facilities on ® ve continents,
with greater than 50% of its sales generated outside 
the USA. The company was headquartered in Midland,
Michigan, USA, with regional headquarters in
LaHulpe, Belgium and Tokyo, Japan. The ® rm empha-
sized eight core values: integrity, customers, employees,
safety, technology, quality, environment and pro® t (see
Table 2). Each year an internal publication reported 
key metrics on the status of each of these values.

Dow Corning developed, manufactured and
marketed almost 5000 silicone products and related
specialty chemical materials. Seven to eight per cent 
of sales revenues were regularly devoted to research
and development and, in 1994, 20% of revenues 
were from products introduced in the previous 5 
years. (Through 1996 Dow Corning’s performance, as
characterized by the meters and measures de® ned in
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the case, was positively sustained. Dow Corning’s
targeted performance through the turn of the century
re¯ ects the continuation of these results.) Dow
Corning had long competed with large regional and
global companies, such as Shin-Etsu in Asia, Rhone
Poulenc and Wacker in Europe and the USA and 
GE globally, but newer niche players were increasing
the pressure on both quality and price. At the same
time, Dow Corning’s customers were demanding faster
cycle times and greater responsiveness to unique needs.
Management perceived both economies of scale and
customer responsiveness would be essential in order
to remain competitive in the global market-place.

In 1976 top management had introduced a unique
multidimensional organizational structure that recog-
nized the diverse demands of business, geographical
area and function. Dow Corning successfully used 
this structure, which gave most professionals multiple
bosses, while other ® rms were failing in their efforts
to establish matrixed reporting relationships. Industry
experts credited this structure with providing a major
competitive advantage.

The matrix structure allowed Dow Corning to 
view itself by business group, geographical area or
speci® c function. It had two business groups: the core
products business group (CPBG) and the advanced
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Table 1 Dow Corning Corporation
Consolidated statement of operations and retained earnings (in millions of dollars except share data)

Year ended 31 December

1993 1992 1991

Net sales 2043.7 1955.7 1845.4

Operating costs and expenses:
Manufacturing cost of sales 1403.9 1343.2 1195.5
Marketing and administrative expenses 403.9 410.4 397.3
Implant costs 640.0 69.0 25.0
Special items ± 40.0 29.0
Total 2447.8 1862.6 1646.8

Operating income (loss) (404.1) 93.1 198.6

Other income (expense)
Interest income, currency gains (losses) and other, net 15.4 (20.6) 31.9
Interest expense (33.3) (22.5) (21.5)

Income (loss) before income taxes (422.0) 50.0 209.0
Income tax provision (bene® t) (150.9) 10.1 58.3
Minority interests’  share in income 15.9 11.5 14.1

Income (loss) before cumulative effects of changes in 
accounting principles (1993 ±  $(114.80) per share, 
1992 $11.36 per share and 1991 $54.64 per share) (287.0) 28.4 136.6

Cumulative effect of adopting Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards No. 106 `Employers’  Accounting 
for Post-retirement Bene® ts Other Than Pensions, Net of 

Applicable Income Taxes’  ($(46.72) per share) ± (116.8) ±
Cumulative effect of adopting Statement of Financial 

Accounting Standards No. 109 `Accounting for

Income Taxes’ ($6.56 per share) ± 16.4 ±
Cumulative effect of a change in accounting for ® xed 

costs recorded in inventory, net of applicable income 
taxes ($6.52 per share) ± ± 16.3

Net income (loss) (1993 $(114.80) per share, 1992 
$(28.80) per share and 1991 $61.16 per share) (287.0) (72.0) 152.9

Retained earnings at beginning of year 891.3 1028.8 953.4
Cash dividends (1992 $26.20 per share and 1991 

$31.00 per share) ± (65.5) (77.5)
Retained earnings at end of year 604.3 891.3 1028.8
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materials business group (AMBG). While the two
groups had some overlap, they were distinguished by
the CPBG’s emphasis on products with established
operational excellence and global reach in contrast 
to the AMBG’s product innovation orientation and
focus on local and regional customer relationships.
Geographically, Dow Corning had three areas: Europe,
Asia, and the Americas. Functionally, the ® rm had four
key units: manufacturing and engineering, science and
technology, marketing and sales and administration.
The heads of the two business groups, three geo-
graphical areas and eight functions were all company
of® cers.

In its value statement (Table 2), Dow Corning
articulated its commitment to an open and creative
culture that recognized employees as the primary
source of ideas, actions and delivery of performance.
Dow Corning’s consistent growth performance had
resulted in a stable work environment that reinforced
the loyalty of its employees. Recognizing the value of
this stability, the management team was determined
to avoid re-engineering initiatives driven solely by the
need to downsize the organization.

The breast implant crisis

In 1992, arguing that manufacturers had not suf® -
ciently demonstrated the safety of breast implants, the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) restricted the
sale of silicone gel-® lled breast implants. By that 
time, Dow Corning, which had been manufacturing
implants for almost 30 years, had already discontinued
production partly in response to a trickle of lawsuits
that had attributed various autoimmune diseases to the
implants. The FDA action led to a torrent of product
liability lawsuits. While the link between silicone
implants and connective tissue disease or other illnesses
was not supported by scienti® c evidence, sympathetic
juries made multimillion dollar awards to plaintiffs. By
early 1994, over 9000 lawsuits had been ® led against
Dow Corning, which had been the largest manufac-
turer of breast implants. Both to reduce uncertainty
and to place some limit on the total pay-out, in April
1994 the major manufacturers agreed to set aside $4.23
billion for women with breast implants, of which Dow
Corning committed $2 billion.

Intensifying competition and increasing customer
requirements, coupled with breast implant litigation,
created a need to meet changing customer expecta-
tions and to optimize cash ¯ ow. In 1992 and 1993,
the ® rm recorded net operating losses as a result of
breast implant-related charges. While breast implants
had been a very small part of the ® rm’s revenues (less
than 1%), the litigation and publicity were consuming

signi® cant human and ® nancial resources. In June
1993, when Richard Hazleton became CEO, in addi-
tion to his role as president of Dow Corning, he took
on a challenging leadership assignment.

Hazleton promised employees and shareholders he
would continue an environment of open communica-
tion concerning both the breast implant crisis and Dow
Corning management. Employees responded to this
openness and rallied around Hazleton and the rest 
of the top management team. They even voluntarily
bought six pages of advertising, costing $5170 in 
the local Midland Daily News. On these six pages, 
2068 employees signed their names to a statement of
support. The message stated:
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Table 2 Dow Corning’s values

Integrity
Our integrity is demonstrated in our ethical conduct and
in our respect for the values cherished by the society of
which we are a part

Employees
Our employees are the source from which our ideas,
actions and performance ¯ ow. The full potential of our
people is best realized in an environment that breeds
fairness, self-ful® lment, teamwork and dedication to
excellence

Customers
Our relationship with each customer is entered in the
spirit of a long-term partnership and is predicated on
making the customer’s interests our interests

Quality
Our never-ending quest for quality performance is based
on our understanding of our customers’  needs and our
willingness and capability to ful® l those needs

Technology
Our advancement of chemistry and related sciences in our
chosen ® elds is the value that most differentiates Dow
Corning

Environment
Our commitment to the safekeeping of the physical
environment is founded on our appreciation of it as the
basis for the existence of life

Safety
Our attention to safety is based on our full-time commit-
ment to injury-free work, individual self-worth and a
consideration for the well-being of others

Pro® t
Our long-term pro® t growth is essential to our long-term
existence. How our pro® ts are derived and the purposes
for which they are used are in¯ uenced by our values and
our shareholders
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To: Dow Corning Executive Management
Your Employees are Behind You 100%

Hazleton’s continuing commitment to openness
extended to the management culture. Charlie Lace® eld,
vice-president and executive director of manufacturing
and engineering, described the environment: `The 
culture of the corporation is that it is okay to 
disagree. Management is comfortable saying ©I do not
know.º ’

The IT function at Dow Corning

In 1994, Dow Corning’s core IT unit, systems and
information management (SIM), had a staff of 
120 headed by a director, who reported to the vice-
president of science and technology (see Figure 1).
SIM oversaw mainframe transaction processing, which
was centralized in Midland and the global network that
enabled it. The unit was also responsible for telecom-
munications, mainframe e-mail (IBM’s PROFS), end-
user training and global systems supporting ® nancial
reporting, procurement and process control. The SIM
budget had grown from $10 million to $20 million

between 1984 and 1994, but, as a percentage of sales,
the budget had shrunk, representing less than 1% of
sales in 1994.

In 1992 SIM issued Dow Corning Information
Network Principles in recognition of the changing
business environment and the growth of end-user
computing. The principles described how the company
would `tend to do computing in the future’. The 
key principles included (a) increasingly decentralized
information systems (IS) decision making, (b) faster
cycle times, (c) greater empowerment and (d) working
closely through standing committees to develop plans,
strategies, policies, priorities and controls. Several 
of the standing committees were comprised of corpo-
rate and regional senior managers. These included 
the Systems Management Board (SMB), European 
Competitive Computing Board (CCB), Japan-Paci® c 
SMB and Dow Corning Inter-America (DCIA) SMB.
Others were comprised of local IS staff and power
users, such as the Dow Corning Information Network
(DCIN) Leadership Council, DCIN User Council,
Science and Technology Computing Council and the
Process Information and Control Technology Center.
The committees were expected to provide strategic 
and technical direction, but Operating Committee
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Figure 1 Dow Corning’s SIM
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members tended not to be involved with them. Some
members of the Operating Committee believed they
needed to understand the importance of information
management better: `Top management must declare
an IS strategy and approach and then say ©do itº .
When we tried to do it by consensus ±  there were 
too many chiefs’  (Process manager, Personnel manage-
ment process).

The ® rm’ s centralized information systems capability
had been an important tool in enabling its multidi-
mensional organizational structure. As such, managers
noted that the IS function provided a competitive
advantage in the 1970s. Over time, however, individual
functions and sites had developed their own IS capa-
bility to meet unique or immediate business needs. By
the early 1990s, IS functions were fairly evenly divided
into three parts: SIM, functional IS staff reporting to
functional directors and IS staff at individual manu-
facturing facilities. This distribution of IS resources
had led to a proliferation of useful, stand-alone
systems. The inability to integrate these systems within
and across sites hampered efforts to develop disciplined
processes in support of globalization.

When I went to the Midland Plant in 1992, I killed
more software projects in the ® rst 6 months than 
I had in my whole career. It was becoming an
enormously ugly patchwork quilt. I mean the
systems would not talk to each other. Nice func-
tionality, but they would not talk to each other
(Midland site manager).

Top managers were particularly concerned about the
lack of global supply chain management. At Dow
Corning the supply chain started with understanding
customer requirements and ended with satisfying 
those requirements. Thus, it encompassed order entry,
manufacturing and distribution. In 1991 SIM initiated
the GOES project (global order entry system) as a ® rst
step towards addressing global supply chain manage-
ment needs. GOES was expected to link orders with
manufacturing around the world. The project was very
high pro® le and engaged individuals throughout the
company in de® ning requirements and supporting
implementation. By mid-1994 the customer manage-
ment module had been implemented in most parts of
Asia and Inter-America, but the project was well
behind schedule and estimated to be at least 4 years
from completion,

GOES struggled because we tried to put a global
team together but everyone had their area perspec-
tive of what the requirements should be. It made it
very dif® cult for us to get our hands around what
were really global requirements (Project PRIDE
work¯ ow technical leader).

In the meantime, Dow Corning had started to
investigate the worldwide implementation of SAP, a
software package, as an alternative to integrating the
existing supply chain processes and systems. Many
other chemical companies were implementing it and
there was strong sentiment at Dow Corning that the
® rm should be buying ± not developing ± systems of
that magnitude.

SAP would be a fast and effective way to get the
global discipline on integrated common systems. 
It would, if properly implemented, correct for 
our lack of internal discipline (BPIT director,
Europe).

A committee report submitted to Hazleton in the
autumn of 1994 noted that SAP would support a
process rather than functional approach to managing
the company. The report emphasized that top man-
agement commitment and effective communication
would be critical to the success of SAP implementa-
tion. The committee also highlighted that SAP would
demand a new technology infrastructure and new 
IT skills.

The push towards SAP accompanied growing man-
agement sentiment that SIM had a control mentality
and lacked a sense of urgency. Top management felt
that the unit had been well-managed and had capable
staff, but that it had been operationally focused and
lacked a strategy: `We were state of the art in IT in
the mid-1970s. IT was an enabler of success. Then
we got cost conscious and fell behind’ (Operating
Committee member).

Hazleton was convinced that the IT function was
critical to enabling global process redesign in the
organization. He noted that his goals for IT would 
be to (1) compress cycle time by getting necessary infor-
mation into work processes for faster decision making,
(2) focus on global shared resources and capability and
(3) provide tools and information to support empower-
ment. While he understood his goals, he was not sure
how to provide the environment for achieving them: `I
have been reading on IT but I am terri® ed. It is the one
area where I do not feel competent. I sense that we are
not getting good value for the money.’

Prior to October 1994, Dow Corning had spent
considerable time and resources on identifying the
business processes for the corporation. However,
implementation was only marginally successful due to
ageing information systems that were aligned with the
more traditional functional organization. IS capabili-
ties that transcended organizational boundaries and
linked the activities of a process-centred organization
were an important part of the changes envisioned by
Hazleton and his management team.
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Action steps for top management

To address the issues facing SIM and the entire IT
function, the Operating Committee had appointed four
of its members as a subcommittee. The `gang of 
four’ , as they came to be called, included the three
vice-president/executive directors for science and tech-
nology, manufacturing and engineering and human
resources and the president for the Inter-American
area. With the Operating Committee’s full support, the
committee sponsored an assessment of IT and sought
recommendations from consultants on the role and
organization of the entire function. They were partic-
ularly interested in how IT ® tted into the potential 
for process change and the impending implementation
of SAP.

Dick Hazleton awaited the consultants’ report, but
was already thinking of options for how the IT func-
tion should be organized and what kind of manager
should lead it. It seemed to him the time was right
for a new era of IT support in the business to begin.

DOW CORNING CORPORATION 
PART B: RE-ENGINEERING GLOBAL
PROCESSES

Introduction

In early March 1997, Charlie Lace® eld, vice-president
and executive director of business processes and IT at
Dow Corning Corporation, was reviewing progress on
Project PRIDE (Process Re-engineering through
Information Delivery Excellence), the corporation’s
long-term re-engineering effort. The recent pilot imple-
mentation of SAP software in the UK had been a small
but important step in providing the systems a foun-
dation for re-engineering. The success of the pilot had
resulted from intense effort on the part of many people
at the pilot sites and the support organization at corpo-
rate headquarters. While some members of the global
team were hoping to slow down and re¯ ect on what
they had learned from the pilot project, Lace® eld felt
it was important to set an ambitious deadline for the
next set of implementations.

If you want to sustain the momentum of the change
programme, you have to continue to have milestones
out there that are aggressive and challenging.
Otherwise, you get to the end of the pilot and it is
kind of like everything else is going to be anticli-
mactic when it is only the beginning. So you need
to run a little faster than when you ran the pilot.
Learning should allow you to do that.

Background

Dow Corning Corporation, a jointly owned enterprise
of The Dow Chemical Company and Corning
Incorporated, developed and manufactured silicon and
silicone-based products for the global market. The
company had a history of consistent growth in sales
which reached $2.2 billion in 1994 and $2.5 billion
in 1995. As a result of charges to income for current
and future settlements of lawsuits related to silicone
gel-® lled breast implants, however, Dow Corning had
recorded operating losses in both years. In May 1995,
in an attempt to stem potentially catastrophic impacts
of settlements on its ® nancial stability, Dow Corning
® led for protection under Chapter 11 of the federal
bankruptcy laws.

In addition to the ® nancial uncertainties stemming
from the breast implant crisis, Dow Corning was facing
increasing global competition. The global competition
presented requirements for faster cycle times, lower
costs and greater responsiveness to customer needs.
To address these requirements management felt that
it was imperative to re-engineer the global supply
chain. At the heart of the re-engineering effort was the
implementation of SAP/R3.

Senior management had agreed to the SAP imple-
mentation in early 1995 at about the same time that
they had introduced three major changes in IT
management. First, a new committee, the Process and
IT Board, consisting of senior level of® cers, was
created and given responsibility for setting the global
strategic direction for IT. Second, the IT function was
combined with business process efforts to create a new
organizational unit called BPIT (business processes
and IT). Third, Charlie Lace® eld, the vice-president
of manufacturing and engineering, was appointed to
the newly created position of vice-president and exec-
utive director of BPIT.

The Process and IT Board undertook serious discus-
sions about key processes at Dow Corning and the
role of IT. With the support of Dick Hazleton, the
CEO, they proposed that Dow Corning move away
from its traditional focus on function and towards a
process orientation that recognized the interdepen-
dencies of the distributed functions and sites in
meeting customer needs. They identi® ed four key oper-
ational processes and four decision-making processes
(see Figure 2) that demanded seamless information
¯ ows across sites. By re-engineering these eight
processes, they believed Dow Corning could radically
increase its cost-effectiveness and responsiveness.

Hazleton had selected Lace® eld to head the IT unit
based on the recommendations of consultants, who
had indicated that he was viewed as a forward thinking
manager and was well-respected by senior managers.
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Lace® eld, who did not have an IT background, had
been a member of the committee which had urged top
management to create the new role. He felt that the
IT unit had a talented staff who would become crit-
ical to the re-engineering efforts. Lace® eld sought to
learn everything he could about IT through reading
and constant communication within and outside Dow
Corning. He planned to establish a limited set of
strategic priorities for the IT unit and then `cut loose
the IT people so that they could do things’.

At every opportunity Lace® eld used the IT decision-
making process to reinforce the integration of business
processes and IT. As a member of the Operating
Committee he wanted to ensure that investment of IS
resources was clearly aligned with the business process
priorities. Functional computing organizations were
reorganized into a two-dimensional federal system with
corporate information systems (CIS) providing IT
leadership, synergy and conformance across IS units,
while area IS organizations focused on implementing
IT solutions, providing localized service and ensuring
an effective interface with users. This modi® ed orga-
nization leveraged global systems functionality and
infrastructure capabilities and reduced the reinvention
of computer systems that resulted from decentralized
efforts.

Project PRIDE: organization

Lace® eld made clear that the primary goal of the IT
unit was to support Project PRIDE, Dow Corning’s
long-term re-engineering effort. Management used the
graphics in Figure 3 to communicate their view of the
re-engineering effort to employees. First, the imple-
mentation of SAP/R3 would facilitate implementation
of global transaction processes. While this alone would
generate bene® ts, the ® rm anticipated even more
signi® cant bene® ts from the redesign of Dow Corning’s 
four core operations processes: customer focus,

product delivery, ® nancial management and personnel
management. Finally, the re-engineering would extend
to the four decision-making processes: opportunity
development, portfolio management, people develop-
ment and direction and planning. The re-engineering
efforts had an expected duration of approximately 10
years. Bene® ts would grow and people skills would
evolve throughout the process.

Dow Corning management decided to invest in the
SAP software because analysis had shown that the soft-
ware would enable the company to re-engineer its
global work¯ ow processes. Contract negotiations
focused on the full suite of software, a single worldwide
agreement, maximum user seat discount rate and low-
est maintenance cost. Implementation of the software
was to include some work¯ ow redesign efforts that
would yield visible bene® ts with delivery of the initial
application, recognizing that radical re-engineering 
initiatives, having a longer time-line, should not slow
the software implementation.

To ensure that the implementation would ultimately
lead to radical change in the ® rm’s key processes,
senior management developed a `top 10’  list of re-
engineering priorities. These radical change opportu-
nities which are shown in Figure 4, provided focus for
the SAP/R3 implementation. Top management hoped
to achieve full SAP implementation and the top 10 
re-engineering priorities by 2000.

In June 1995, senior management selected 40 of the
® rm’s top operations and IT professionals to create a
global implementation team. Team members came to
Midland from all over the world to learn about SAP/
R3 and to design global processes. The team was
instructed to design work¯ ows around the capabilities
of the software rather than solicit requirements based
on current Dow Corning practices. This strategy
resulted both from learning from the failed GOES
project, which had become mired in a consensus
building process and from the understanding that SAP
had attempted to build `best practice’  into the soft-
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Figure 2 Dow Corning’s business processes Figure 3 Progression of re-engineering
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ware. While many ® rms implemented only selected
modules from the SAP suite, Dow Corning intended
to implement the full range of capabilities offered by
SAP in order to integrate the sales, production, distri-
bution, ® nance and human resource functions.

The team was divided into smaller teams and each
focused on one of the SAP software modules. Each
team was to learn the functionality in its area of exper-
tise and to coordinate with the other units to ensure
a good ® t between their integrated processes. Despite
the fact that Dow Corning had no prior SAP/R3 exper-
tise, the team was to receive minimal support from
consultants. Ultimately, Dow Corning intended to
support SAP in house, both technically and organiza-
tionally, so management opted for bringing employees
up the learning curve by having them lead the imple-
mentation process. The vote of con® dence boosted
global team members’ con® dence.

When Charlie Lace® eld moved into his role what
he had was a very good group of folks and what 
he did was show a lot of con® dence in those folks
and it was genuine. The proof that he felt that 
way was the fact that he did not outsource this thing
to Andersen or Price Waterhouse. And not just
Charlie but other management too said, `We are
going to let our people do this and we are going 
to put them in charge of this and we will use
consultants when we need to but we have the
expertise to do this.’  This is proof that management
really has con® dence in us and that is a very 
exciting thing (information architecture department
manager).

Project PRIDE: SAP project management

While the mission of the global team was clear to all
its members, the processes for accomplishing it were
not. Team members quickly learned that SAP/R3 was
extremely complex and SAP had little documentation,

inadequate training and a limited installation base to
provide reference points for learning the software and
con® guring the system. Most of the team members
attended an extensive training session offered by SAP
in September 1995, but much of the training was on
SAP/R2 and was not directly transferable to R3. They
returned to Midland still struggling to understand the
methodology for simultaneously learning the software,
designing processes and con® guring the system. They
were particularly challenged by the highly integrated
nature of the software, which they cited as its greatest
strength and its greatest weakness. On the one hand,
the small teams had to focus on a fairly narrow func-
tional area in order to understand the software’ s capa-
bility. On the other hand, they had to recognize how
their con® gurations impacted and were impacted on
by other areas, some of which had not yet been
explored. They spent much time hands-on with the
SAP/R3 software exploring what it could and could
not do.

For purposes of maintainability, Dow Corning was
committed to minimizing changes to the SAP software.
Requests for `mods’ had to go through the Process
and IT Board because of their implications for soft-
ware maintenance. In some cases, the board decided
changes were necessary to enable unique Dow Corning
work requirements and in those cases programming
changes were made. However, team members who
requested such mods were often unsure if the need for
a mod resulted from a de® ciency in SAP/R3 or from
the team’s own inability to learn how SAP allowed a
particular process to be performed.

In accounting we decided to value all our transac-
tions in a certain way for management and do it a
different way for statutory requirements and SAP,
to our knowledge, did not handle that requirement.
So we had to put some programming in to convert
from one to the other. Well now that we have
completely examined our process and we under-
stand what it is we really need to do and what SAP
can really do for us, we will end up with a far
superior process and not have to use the changes
that we made in SAP (Project PRIDE ® nancial
management module team leader).

Team members recognized that SAP did not 
provide full functionality, particularly for manufac-
turing. Ultimately, they would need some `bolt-ons’
which would interface with SAP/R3 to provide capa-
bilities that SAP had not provided. Growing numbers
of vendors were building ̀ bolt-ons’  for capabilities such
as bar coding, electronic data interchange (EDI),
production planning for the process industry (PPPI)
and form printing. For the earliest implementations,
the team intended to minimize bolt-ons to ensure that
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the core of the system went in successfully, but it meant
sacri® cing functionality that had existed on Dow
Corning systems in the past.

When we were talking about functionality such as
automated data collection (bar-coding), our existing
applications helped reduce the number of people nec-
essary to do the tasks. Now if we come back in with less
functionality, obviously they are going to add more
human resource to support their business. That is a
concern (Project PRIDE work¯ ow technical leader).

The team struggled constantly to de® ne its method-
ology and establish a project plan, but the complexity
of the software and the integration of the individual
pieces made that dif® cult. Team members noted that
prior project experiences did not help them manage
this particular project.

Some folks on my team who come from a rigorous
manufacturing background asked, `Where is our pro-
ject plan?’  We are doing a lot of this on faith. I mean
how do you put a plan out there and say, `Learn SAP.
OK, you have got 2 weeks to learn that and then you
have got 2 more weeks to learn this.’  You really cannot
plan learning or knowledge transfer the way you 
plan a production schedule (Project PRIDE product
delivery module team leader)

In February 1996, Lace® eld observed that the team
was losing momentum as they became overwhelmed by
the complexity of the system and its tight integration. 
He reorganized the team to reduce the number of
leaders from eight to four ± one for each of the four core
operations processes ± and brought in a new project
manager, Ralph Reed, who had been the ® rm’s site
manager in Midland. He also set a 30 September dead-
line for implementation at three pilot sites in the UK.
The tight deadline motivated the team leaders to dele-
gate more decision making to individual team members
and concern themselves less with reaching consensus.

What is the opposite of a good solution? Another
good solution! There are lots of different ways to
do things. Just pick one and get the momentum
behind it and you are going to be successful. I think
that is what ended up happening. We picked one,
we got buy-in and I think we have been successful
with that (Project PRIDE product delivery module
team leader).

The transformation of IT at Dow Corning

The repositioning of IT had transformed it from 
a service unit aligned by business function to an
integral part of the business concerned with business
processes.

We went from being aligned under a lower level man-
ager to a vice-president that has pushed BPIT. Ever
since Charlie Lace® eld took over we have dramati-
cally changed as an IT organization. And I think the
idea of bringing in SAP was great because it forced us
as a company to step up to client server, step up to
the infrastructure. We are getting away from doing a
lot of programming to doing systems integration. I
think it is going to enable us, from an IT perspective,
to become more business process oriented, under-
stand that and open up more doors within the com-
pany (Project PRIDE work¯ ow technical leader).

The shift to distributed processing that accompa-
nied SAP introduced a new set of challenges. In the
past, the central unit could provide for all infrastruc-
ture needs from Midland. Distributed processing
meant that they would need to localize some services.

Our legacy environment does have multilanguage
capabilities. Our material safety data sheet, for exam-
ple, we are printing in some 20 languages. So we do
have a fair bit of expertise, but what we do not have
is a help desk that has individuals who speak other
languages, especially Asian languages. So support is 
a major concern in terms of a global support organi-
zation that involves local help desks with local
language-speaking individuals who have the needed
expertise (information architecture department
manager).

IT management believed that a tightly coordinated
infrastructure was needed to make the distributed
computing environment work. They addressed infra-
structure requirements through 11 competency centres
(described in Table 3), staffed full-time by corporate
IT members and, on a part-time basis, by IT members
of local of® ces. The leaders of the competency centres
met weekly to address cross-functional concerns. Many
of the competency centre leaders also led efforts
supporting Project PRIDE. As they developed the
infrastructure to support SAP/R3, they considered 
the broader needs of Dow Corning. Project PRIDE
was driving IT requirements and the IT unit was
accomplishing its mission of building capabilities that
would support future business needs.

A key initiative supporting Project PRIDE was the
GWP (Global Workstation Project). Dow Corning
signed a leasing arrangement with IBM that would put
a standard desktop unit loaded with Windows 95 and
Microsoft applications on every desk. The standard
desktop unit would be a key enabler of R3 imple-
mentations by ensuring necessary computing power
and facilitating troubleshooting.

GWP is very much the beginning point of imple-
menting SAP in the future, because we want to have
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Table 3 IT competency centres

IT competency centre Key activities Principal deliverables

Security IT security policies and standards De® ne security framework: Project 
Business continuation planning PRIDE; client/server applications and 
User access: applications, networks, Internet
platforms and databases

IT skill development Ensure computer literacy De® ne and maintain curriculum
Coordinate IT training leaders
Maintain listing of IT subject experts

Of® ce tools Standards for electronic of® ce tools Lotus notes and Internet pilots
Improved client/server enterprise of® ce 
system

Knowledge delivery and Decision support, expert and Articulate portfolio of technologies
scienti® c computing executive IS

Numerical intensive computing
Neural networks
Ensure decision support systems 
standards

Application development Client/server development and Client/server standards, guidelines,
continuous improvement SDM (Standard develpment 
infrastructure methodology) and tool kit 
Project PRIDE implementation and SAP standards guidelines and 
continuous improvement release management strategy
Legacy systems outsourcing EDI integration with SAP software
National language support Global outsourcing strategy

National language capability

Network Network standards and con® guration LAN (local area networks) and 
Voice services WAN (wide area networks) services

Hardware and operating system Hardware standards and con® guration De® ne workstation con® guration 
software servers and workstations standard

IT asset management

Information management Information warehouse strategy Document management solution
and standards Global client/server repository strategy
Document management capabilities Information warehouse strategy
Database management systems Sybase versus Oracle decision
Process data repository administration Taxonomy framework

IT architecture Architecture de® nition strategy, PRIDE technical foundation
standards and communication IT decision-making methodology for 
Principles and methodologies for technologies and tools
managing new technologies/tools
Client/server infrastructure

Manufacturing process IT and Establish standards and expertise for Generic process control and mass 
control automated data collection process balance methodology

control laboratory information systems ADC, MES and LIMS implementation
and manufacturing execution systems

IT standards methodology De® ne process for standards De® ne standards review/approval
development and adoption process
Ensure IT standards awareness Identify awareness plan
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a standard base. A user calls the help desk and we
do not have to ask, `Did you get that at Best Buy
or Circuit City?’  We know what they have got. If
there are problems we simply take a Gold CD and
reinstall the software and it should be up and
running again. Even remotely (Project PRIDE work-
¯ ow technical leader).

The architecture underlying the R3 implementation
called for a centralized database despite the distrib-
uted processing. This architecture recognized both the
limitations of the software and the business require-
ments of Dow Corning.

SAP articulated the bene® ts we would get if we had
what they call a single image, a single database. We
really felt those bene® ts were signi® cant. And this
was not largely an IT decision. It was what can 
we do functionally if we have a single database, like
the ability to do credit checks globally without
having the complexity of having to do them across
separate systems that have separate customer data-
bases and such (information architecture depart-
ment manager).

The biggest technical challenge of R3 implementa-
tion was doing back-ups, database reorganizations and
upgrades. SAP was developed under the assumption
that the system could be brought down during oper-
ations like these, but downtime was not feasible for a
centralized system supporting global operations. So
Dow Corning had invested in a hot site that would
mirror operations and had developed some creative
programming that would keep the two systems in
synchronization during maintenance procedures.

Today to do an upgrade takes 48 hours and there
is no faster way ± you buy the fastest hardware, the
best people and, still in the best case, it takes 48
hours. That is 48 hours that the system is not avail-
able to users (associate IT consultant).

The pilot implementation

The pilot implementation delivered all SAP modules
except human resources to approximately 80 employ-
ees at three sites involved in the rubber supply chain in
the UK (Barry, Cowbridge and Manchester). Charlie
Lace® eld and Ralph Reed worked with top managers in
the region to explain the importance of global process
re-engineering and the role of SAP/R3 in supporting
that initiative. Management at all three sites prepared
employees for major changes in their processes,
although they knew little about the nature of the
changes.

The area manufacturing director, the sales and
marketing director in the area and the ® nancial
director, along with the head of IT for Europe got
together as a group and spoke with one voice: `We
support this, we are going to do this, we are going
to do this well, we are going to embrace this, we
are going to make it work’  (Project PRIDE product
delivery module team leader).

Approximately 25 members of the global team went to
the UK to explain the new processes to employees and
to support the implementation process. They arrived
approximately 3 weeks before implementation and, in
some cases, stayed 7 weeks to help local staff adapt to the
new processes. While the global team had speci® cally
avoided learning `as-is’  processes because they were not
relevant to determining global best practices, they found
that their limited understanding of local processes ham-
pered their ability to explain new processes.

We did not know that the person carrying the title
of production supervisor was doing procurement,
planning and scheduling. We had no clue what else
this person was doing. We did not know their roles
in their previous environment and we were not
prepared to tell management these are the jobs that
these people are doing, this is how these jobs are
evolving with the new work ¯ ows. And that has
been a bottleneck (Project PRIDE customer focus
module team leader).

The pilot met the deadline. By 30 September, all
modules were up and running (except for human
resources, which was not scheduled for implementa-
tion until most sites were running the initial installa-
tion), but to meet the deadline the team had to
abandon some of the functionality they had hoped to
include. For example, they had wanted to automate
authorization notices for large purchases, but they were
unable to get that working well. The team decided to
hold off on this functionality for later implementation.
In some cases, such as recording the movement of
goods within a warehouse, the implementation created
new work. Yet in spite of these problems, individuals
at the pilot sites noted the advantages of having a single
global system and were optimistic that bene® ts at the
local sites would accrue over time.

SAP has advantages. At the moment we are expe-
riencing a lot of disadvantages. We are not realizing
productivity gains on a day-to-day basis, but there
are control bene® ts. I think in 5 years’  time, we will
have an integrated, coherent systemwhich will free
up staff to make better use of information rather
than having to maintain and control the informa-
tion (Chief Accountant, UK manufacturing site).
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For its part, IT’ s presence at the pilot site was almost
invisible by the implementation date. By then, the
challenges centred on new work¯ ows, not technical
dif® culties. Hardware, software and data were already
in place and local power users had accepted respon-
sibility for technical responsibilities, such as loading
data tables and maintaining servers and printers.

We got things in just in the nick of time and it was
very stressful. And things were being tweaked and
® xed all the way right up until the day before it
went live. An interesting observation, I think, is that
the approach that was used with the goal of not
allowing the schedule to slip was one of adjusting
the scope. But you cannot do that with infrastruc-
ture. You cannot say we are only going to put in
15 workstations instead of 30 and you cannot say
we are going to put in part of the local area network
instead of all of it (information architecture depart-
ment manager).

Preparing for future implementations

The pilot implementation provided some important
lessons and Lace® eld worked with global team manage-
ment to formalize as much of that learning as possible
and restructure roles as appropriate.

Because of the complexity of this you just cannot
believe that you have got all the insights necessary
to put the full game plan together. That is one of
the reasons that after each major milestone on
Project PRIDE we reassess what the next dimen-
sions ought to be. Not that there are major wild
changes because if you are out of control then I
think you do not have a plan. But adapting a plan
from what you learn is very positive (Charlie
Lace® eld).

In particular, the implementation had helped clarify
the role of the global team. The global team had
accepted primary responsibility for working with indi-
viduals implementing R3 at the pilot sites. In future
implementations, management expects to rely on area
teams for implementation support in order to allow
the global team to focus on adding functionality and
performing multiple implementations. The area teams
were critical to the ® rm’s ability to implement SAP
fully by 1999 because the global team could not
become personally involved in implementations at all
the sites.

It became obvious to me very quickly that the only
way to do a project is to do it as fast as you can,
whether we are building a manufacturing facility or
whether we are doing a PRIDE piece. It also became

obvious to me that the core global team, as we call
it, cannot do it all. There are just not enough hours
in the day or enough bodies in those hours. Now
that means that we have got to expand our hori-
zons with regard to the number of people who are
in the passing judgement mode into the involve-
ment mode. That means we have to accelerate the
training (Ralph Reed, manager, Project PRIDE).

The model called for three area teams: one each in
Europe, Asia and the Americas. These teams were
expected to handle 80% of implementation needs,
while the global team would provide the remaining
support. The European area team had consisted of 14
persons for the pilot. Once the global team had left
the UK, the area team had responsibility for system
and work¯ ow support. They quickly learned, however,
that they had not been adequately trained to ® ll that
role. Instead, they functioned as mailboxes, where
users would submit questions that they would forward
on to the global team. Eventually, the area team
members were dropped from the loop as both indi-
vidual users and global team members found it more
ef® cient to communicate directly.

To ensure that area teams were better prepared to
support local implementations, management created
the PRIDE Academy, which provided extended
training for area team members. Initial training took
place in Midland, where global team members not only
taught existing functionality, but also sought the exper-
tise of area team members on the design of new work
processes. After several weeks in Midland, area team
members returned to their local sites where they 
were to test the system prior to implementation. Area
team members would return periodically to Midland
for additional training and to participate in multiple
implementations to accrue learning from their own
experiences. The ® rst class, which included 25 Asians,
32 Americans and nine Europeans, concluded in early
March 1997 and entailed 3 weeks of intensive training.

Next steps

As part of the process of redesigning work¯ ows and
developing additional functionality, global team
members had started interacting more with functional
experts throughout the company. These `think tanks’
assembled individuals who could envision processes
associated with the top 10 priorities and who could
help de® ne best practices.

In this way we get experience from outside of
PRIDE so it expands our experience base and it
also starts to help us communicate and get buy-in
for the changes around the organization. These are
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highly respected people that we pulled into this,
respected for their technical abilities, respected for
their ability to get things done, to think differently,
to think out of the box. In one case, for example,
there are 24 people on the team. You can get a lot
of mileage out of 24 people going back out into the
organization saying, `Listen up here, folks. I just had
a hand in developing this process, and you are going
to see it coming your way in a couple of years’
(Project PRIDE ® nancial management module team
leader).

While these think tanks would provide some insights
into the R3 implementation, their more important role
was to bridge the initial SAP implementation to the
larger re-engineering effort. SAP would lead to some
changes and greater discipline, but senior management
had purposely not attempted to accompany the SAP
implementation with radical re-engineering.

If we slow down and wait for the re-engineering to
catch up with the software we are going to lose
momentum and we are going to lose the stability
of the team. You cannot hold a team together for
4 or 5 years. In fact the re-engineering piece has
got all this human side of it which is changing
people’s ways of doing things and changing the
culture which is a longer process than putting the
software in place (Charlie Lace® eld).

The IT unit turned to issues of scale. Supporting
the needs of 100 English-speaking users in three sites
was not a problem, but adding sites would create new
challenges, such as time-zone functionality, multiple
language capabilities and meeting scalability require-
ments.

We have enough hardware easily to handle the 100
users, but no one I have talked with yet has run
3000 concurrent users on SAP. In fact, no one has
run 2000. No one I have talked to has even run
1000 yet. So the ® rst question is can we be sure
that SAP and the hardware/software will actually
scale to what we are expecting it to do. The second
issue is availability. That is very dif® cult to forecast
(associate IT consultant).

IT would be working with the global team to iden-
tify and support key bolt-ons. As they moved into sites
that had been highly automated, they anticipated some
resistance to a system that would reduce automation
and demand increased human resources. They wanted
to meet key needs as quickly as possible without jeop-
ardizing management’s desire to bring on new sites in
rapid succession.

The next implementation would take place in
Wiesbaden, Germany in April. Lace® eld and Reed were

working to enlist the commitment of management at
the sites to the kinds of changes that were forthcoming.
Lace® eld had been communicating for over a year with
area managers about the need for Dow Corning to func-
tion as a global corporation and he found support con-
ceptually for what they were trying to accomplish. He
noted that continued top management commitment
was key to his communication efforts.

The real issue that people ask about is manage-
ment’s staying power. Will we continue to drive at
this or somewhere along the line will there be a new
¯ avour of the day? That is where management
commitment and visibility is absolutely important.

Management recognized signi® cant risks in
attempting a global systems implementation in order
to drive re-engineered, common processes and
increased discipline around those processes, but they
believed that these efforts were critical to Dow
Corning’s long-term competitiveness.

People might sit back and say, in an academic sense,
what if this thing fails. And my view is that it is an
irrelevant question because we cannot go back. All
we have currently is a bunch of old legacy dogs that
are going to die. We have got to go forward and we
may not be in the exact place where we think we will
be but we will be close. And that will be successful
to me. We have got to do it. The alternative is
nowhere. It has almost ceased to exist. So it has got
to succeed and, by and large, people are willing to
do whatever it takes to make it so (Ralph Reed).

Recommended discussion questions

(1) At the time of the case, describe the business
environment that Dow Corning ® nds itself in.

(2) What role has IT historically played at Dow
Corning? What role will IT play in the future?

(3) Why did Dow Corning decide to implement
SAP/R3? What are its alternatives?

(4) Assess Dow Corning’s approach to imple-
menting SAP. Note speci® cally (i) the project
management approach, (ii) attempts to mitigate
the risk of large project implementation and (iii)
how the ® rm addressed the particular challenges
of global implementation. What has manage-
ment done right? What have they done wrong?

(5) Do you think Dow Corning will be successful?
Why or why not?

(6) Assume that Dow Corning is successful in its
implementation. How can it leverage the system
to generate a payback on its investment?
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Suggested additional readings

The following readings provide some background informa-
tion on SAP.

Brown, E. (1997) The best software business Bill Gates
doesn’ t own. Fortune 29 December.

Coomer, J. (1996) SAP R/3: dream or nightmare
Computerworld 29 January, 100± 3.

Williamson, M. (1997) From SAP to `Nuts!’  Computerworld

10 November, 68± 9.
Xenakis, J.J. (1996) `Taming SAP.’  CFO March, 23± 30.

Other readings that provide useful insights into IT and
organizational change are as follows:

Davenport, T.H. (1998) Putting the enterprise into the enter-
prise system. Harvard Business Review July± August,
121± 31.

McFarlan, F.W. (1981) Portfolio approach to information
systems. Harvard Business Review September± October,
142± 50.

Markus, M.L. and Robey, D. (1988) Information technology
and organizational change: causal structure in theory
and research. Management Science 34(5), 583± 98.

Rockart, J.F. and Scott Morton, M.S. (1984) Implications
of changes in information technology for corporate
strategy. Interfaces 14(1), 84± 95.

Ross, J.W. and Rockart, J.F. (1998) Reconceptualizing IT.

Stoddard, D. and Jarvenpaa, S., (1995) Business process
redesign. Journal of Management Information Systems

12(1), 81± 107.
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